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The Shell Seekers is a singular of connection: of 1 family, and of the passions and heartbreak
that experience held them jointly for 3 generations. The Shell Seekers is stuffed with actual
people--mothers and daughters, husband and lovers--inspired with actual values. The Shell
Seekers facilities on Penelope Keeling--a lady you will always consider in global you are going
to by no means forget. The Shell Seekers is a mystical novel, the type of examining adventure
that comes alongside just once in a protracted while.At the tip of an extended and precious life,
Penelope Keeling's prized ownership is The Shell Seekers, painted through her father, and
symbolizing her unconventional life, from bohemian formative years to wartime romance. whilst
her grown youngsters study their grandfather's paintings is now worthy a fortune, every one has
an idea as to what Penelope should still do. yet as she remembers the passions, tragedies, and
secrets and techniques of her life, she understands there's just one The Shell Seekers
answer...and it lies in her heart.
From its grocery store hide (have you obvious it? It felt embarrassing to have the sort of
romantically embossed publication in my hands) to its one-dimensional characters, the whole
ebook jogged my memory of a heavyweight seashore read. So....what should still get a "nice
summer season read" evaluate as an alternative journeys me up for weeks, not able to jot down
something approximately this e-book and a dozen others simply because i am pressured to
question my reasoning. Why do i think so undesirable approximately being severe of this book?
Mostly, i believe it is because many pals and readers i do know love this book. But, I additionally
imagine my stupor of notion is as a result of a former self as soon as having the ability to love
this book. My tastes have changed.It's frustrating, The Shell Seekers simply because i feel the
subjects Pilcher wrote approximately are severe sufficient to do well. Inheritance, greed,
sentimentality, enjoying favorites with children, staying in a loveless marriage, placing a dating
that by no means totally built on a pedestal since it escaped the inevitable boredom, irritation,
and complacency that each one relationships finally move through. those are belongings you do
not frequently locate beneath a fancy cover. Overall, The Shell Seekers did not consider entirely
sincere to me. The events did have a semblance of reality. I think such a lot The Shell Seekers
folks may have a few severe introspection if we chanced on a section of artwork we owned used
to be all of sudden very valuable, particularly any paintings we owned that was once created by
way of a cherished relative. However, the characters, written as those who you want to like
(Penelope, Olivia, Richard), or who you mustn't like (Nancy, Neil, terrible grandmother and
husband whose names i will not remember) did not have causes - or at the least any that I
understood. it seems that to me that Pilcher pressured having the coveted improper personality
with having undesirable characters. simply because a personality makes undesirable offerings
cannot cause them to bad. i needed to understand why Nancy and Neil cared extra
approximately cash than their grandfather's painting. was once Neil a gambler and in debt and
wanted cash? Did Nancy imagine her marriage may crumble if she did not remain the lavish
bride that her grandmother grew to become her into? Why on this planet may Penelope remain
in her never-should-have-happened-marriage while the writer has performed her most sensible
to explain her as a free-spirit, raised by way of an athiest father and French mom who either can

have cared much less if she married the daddy of her child or took a lover whereas her husband
(who she was hoping may both die or go away her for somebody else) was once at war, who
positioned a nontraditional worth to objects (wasn't that the purpose of the the symbolic
painting? most folk could care to understand how a lot it used to be worth. yet no longer
Penelope, who might relatively backyard and feed humans huge meals)? Why have been Neil
and Nancy so shallow and greedy? simply because they have been genetically like their father
and grandmother (who have been additionally inexplicably bad)? Why did Olivia get this type of
unfastened cross from her mother? Why did we need to make investments lots time along with
her in Greece together with her previous and linen-clad lover (who I saved imaging as Kris
Kristofferson. Odd)? used to be I presupposed to relatively care approximately her gardener's
epilepsy? such a lot of extra questions that experience no fulfilling solutions because, as soon
as again, i don't believe this is The Shell Seekers often intended as a major book. during which
case, i am being snobby and critical. Or it was once intended as a major publication and i am
being choosy and callous. Or snobby and critical. Take your pick. Oh my...this is this sort of
undesirable e-book review. For the confused, i will tidy issues up. I loved the book. i am upset it
wasn't more. And that concerns me. simply because that implies i am a booklet snobOh....curse
you, Shell Seekers! Why did I ever open your abysmal conceal with plants and glossy
typeface?Why? simply because there is a renowned announcing approximately books and their
covers. and that i fell for it.
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